
Panel 3: Innovation and new 
technologies

This panel will focus on opportunities for innovation and new 
technological developments in both treatment and prevention, 
smart investment in innovation, the more efficient use of 
resources and technologies and ensuring equity and access for 
these advances to the people who need them most.
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InnovaTIon and new TechnologIes

In the decade since the first United Nations General Assembly Special 
Session on HIV/AIDS in 2001, access to life-saving antiretroviral therapy 
for HIV infection increased by more than twenty-fold, to reach more than 
6 million people by 2011. Central to this unprecedented achievement was 
a combination of the innovative technology that has led to highly effective 
antiretroviral medicines and improved access to that technology through the 
availability of low-cost, quality-assured drugs. Continued innovation of new 
technologies and equitable access will remain central challenges in effectively 
responding to HIV in the decades ahead.   

KeY IssUes  
The urgent needs for innovation and access to new technologies such as drugs, 
diagnostics, vaccines, and microbicides fall roughly into three general catego-
ries: older existing technologies; newer and pipeline products; and missing 
technologies.

Older, existing technologies  

» Many of the technologies widely used today are older, well-established 
products. For example, most widely used first-line antiretroviral medicines 
were invented or developed many years ago. People who develop resistance 
to their first- or second-line antiretroviral regimens need access to more 
recently developed antiretroviral medicines that are effective against drug-
resistant HIV. However, the cost of many second- and third-line drugs can 
be many times higher than older, first-line drugs.

» Access to even older antiretroviral medicines and many other technologies 
still falls far short of the needs—for example, in 2010, about 9 million 
people living with HIV were eligible for treatment but did not have access 
to it.

Newer and pipeline products 
» Newer, improved HIV technologies are much less widely used and/or 

available than older products for a variety of reasons, including costs 
associated with switching technologies such as retraining health workers 
and procurement and supply concerns.

» Newer medicines needed for treating certain opportunistic infections 
remain costly. Newer diagnostic and monitoring tools are often unavailable 
outside urban areas. For example, access is still extremely limited to viral 
load testing to monitor treatment and to tests that can reliably diagnose 
common coinfections such as drug-resistant tuberculosis (TB).

oveRvIew 
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» New or pipeline products (products still in development) offer promising 
advantages over older technologies. For example, improved tests for 
monitoring treatment (CD4 and viral load) that can be used at the point of 
care have recently become available or are expected to be marketed within 
a few years. Newer antiretroviral medicines are also being developed that 
have reduced dosing frequency and therefore have fewer side effects, can be 
used by pregnant women and people receiving TB treatment and are more 
effective against strains of drug-resistant HIV.  

Missing technologies
Many critical areas remain in which existing technologies are insufficient or 
needed technologies are missing altogether, including the following.

» Gaps in scientific or technological knowledge can hinder the development of 
effective products. An example is the ongoing search for an HIV vaccine.

» Research and development is often a long, risky process, and funding gaps at 
various stages can interrupt or cut short the pursuit of promising leads.

» Market incentives might be insufficient to attract investment into new 
product development.

» Important knowledge gaps persist if studies are not carried out regarding 
the safety, efficacy or usefulness of a technology in specific particular 
populations such as children, pregnant women and people receiving TB 
treatment.    

waY FoRwaRd   
HIV treatment
The Global Strategy and Plan of Action on Public Health, Innovation and 
Intellectual Property calls for giving priority to transferring research and 
technology, among other actions. For HIV-related treatment issues, the 
following are needed.

» Ongoing research and development is needed for developing safer, more 
effective antiretroviral medicines that are easier to take.

» Additional fixed-dose combinations that combine two or more drugs into 
one pill are required.

» Injectable or oral drugs that could be administered weekly, monthly or every 
several months (similar to the injectable contraceptives used today) could 
dramatically simplify treatment, increase adherence and decrease demands 
on health systems.



» Innovation in service delivery and optimal use of existing medicines and other commodities 
and technologies.

» Improved medicines are needed for opportunistic infections – especially TB. The search for 
an HIV cure must continue.

HIV prevention

» Innovative, additional effective tools are urgently needed. For example, although effective 
protocols for preventing the transmission of HIV from mother to child already exist, access 
to these services remains low and transmission rates unacceptably high.

» Male and female condoms and a broader array of products to prevent sexual transmission of 
HIV are needed, especially such products as microbicides that women control. Prevention 
interventions such as male circumcision can also be beneficial under certain contexts.

» In addition, there have been some important research findings on using antiretroviral 
medicines as a prevention tool and on sing antiretroviral medicines for pre-exposure 
prophylaxis for high-risk HIV-negative individuals to reduce HIV transmission. Finally, 
research and development efforts towards achieving an effective vaccine should continue to 
be supported. 

Policies for innovation and access to new technologies

» Push mechanisms seek to drive innovation by providing funding or other resources to 
actors in advance to conduct research or develop new products. Push mechanisms include 
government funding and public-private partnerships.

» Pull mechanisms seek to induce innovation by creating financial or other incentives to 
encourage research and development, with the potential rewards coming after the product is 
developed. This includes market approaches (patents or other forms of monopoly protection 
increase incentives by amplifying the size of the potential market for the innovator of a 
product) and advance market or purchase commitments.

» More systemic policies include patent pools such as the Medicines Patent Pool, which 
negotiates voluntary licences from patent holders and makes them available to product 
developers and generic drug manufacturers.    

 

  


